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It gives me immense pleasure that the students of the Department of Library and Information

Science, Gauhati University, Guwahati is publishing its first edition of Grantha Deep, an e-Magazine

for the first time in the history of LIS Education in the North Eastern Region of the country.

In the era change and disruption, society is moving in the right direction due to the

advancement of science and technology in the right direction due to the advancement of science

and technology in the form of ICT, which has immensely impacted all walks of life; and the library

is not an untouched one.

Grantha Deep offers a unique opportunity and will provide a platform for the students of the

department to expand their horizons. The e-Magazine is edited by Dibyajyoti Kalita, which contains

editorial, letters to the editor, collections of poetry, articles, short stories etc.

I congratulate and extend my best wishes to the editor and all the members of the editorial

board of the grand success.

(Dr. Sanjay Kumar Singh)
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“Second Treatise of

Government” 

“Admission of

Women to full Citizenship” 

“A

vindication of the rights of women” 

(Sexual being) 



Protest Culture



"No

real social change has ever been brought about

without revolution"

Meira Paibi

AFSPA (Armed Force Special

Protection Act) 



(Feminist

Movement) MHIP

(Mizo Hmlichhe Insuihkhawn Pawl) 

State Law Commission 

"Mizo Marriage Bill, 2013", "Mizo Inheritance

Bill, 2013" "Mizo Divorce Bill, 2014" 

"Twin Movement" o

"Centre for women's development

studies" IAWS

(Indian Association of Women's Studies) 

'Pad Man of India' 



CEDAW, Hindu Succession

Act, 1956 

















A Brief Experience of Gauhati University
"You won't be able to sleep yet you are going

to see dreams and will fight to achieve it."

Rutuja Deori, 1st Semester

Department of Library and Information Science

Gauhati University

University life! A life each student

dreams of to live since school and it's yearning

became more intense when we are preparing

and appearing for it's entrance tests after

graduation. And finally after all the competitions,

sorting out best from the bests. We entered a

new world where we see talent floating at each

and every corner of the campus taking a stand

for each and every individual in it's own unique

way. On 12th August, 2022 I entered the land of

Royal Poinciana i.e. Gauhati University also

esteemly known as the 'Krishnasurar Nogori'.

Holding mixed sorrow and sweet emotions of

leaving home and soon going to live life in the

University in which I always wanted to be a part

of to study Library and Information Science.

From staying as a guest at Kanaklata Baruah

RCC7 Girl's Hall to becoming it's boarder the

very next day during my admission, from

meeting a bunch of helpful people in a big city

of which people often warned me to be aware

of, to becoming a part of this University. My

University experience was quite thrilling and

memorable in it's own special way. As a

newcorner, I was nervous too for the new

turnings as well as ups and downs in the

upcoming futire of my life but the morning walks

to the department and evening chattering with

friends along with a soulful cup of tea at Meghal

slowly helped me to settle my mind and heart.

University is a place which helps us to

explore ourselves just like we explore new

books in the midst of finding a particular one at

the KK Handiqui Library of Gauhati University.

Residing in the Hostels of the G.U. Campus

provides us with a sense of integrity,

competition, time management skills,

friendship, bonding and a thousand more things

which we can't even imagine of doing but ends

up trying everything and accomplishing all in



one together. It is because of all these

Competitions, Freshman Social and Tea Party

only, I think I was able to explore myself more

and more and was able to receive the crown of

Best Freshers of Gauhati University, 2022 (Inter

Department). And something more beautiful

than receiving the award of Miss G.U. at the

stage was when I saw my friends and seniors

of the department staying till 03.30 AM even

when their homes are far away shouting their

hearts and throats out the department's and my

name as much as possible. And only after

clicking photos, making videos and after happily

posting them in the social media only, they left

for their homes. The hostel bonding was felt

when I stepped down from the stage and the

boarders of my hostel picked me up on their

shoulders with loud cheers. The feeling was not

only about receiving the prize but it was about

the people behind me who were always there

for me to support and were more happy and

excited than me when the results were

announced.

It's been a month and a half living here

in a blink of an eye and we have already

developed a great bonding among each other

within a very short span of time. May this unity

and bonding along with both good cultural and

academic resulys shine and stay alive.
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My Life, a Sea

Prerana Bharadwaj

M.A. English, 1st Semester

Gauhati University

My life is a sea,

Of emotions, flooding, the blue shores.

Every night, moons roll by- did I give my all?

Should've stepped back, should've kept that,

A secret, but no, I let it wash over me.

My life, a sea.

How far, do the shores go?

Why past, do the waters flow?

Build a dam. Hot it in.

How strong, does it have to be?

Why strong, does it have to be?

Floods are menace, ends all.

Floods are a relief, from fall.

Let it out. Let it be.

A Scar For Lifetime

Ananya Deodhai Phukon

1st Semester, B.A. LLB.

Gauhati University

It's not a pain for a day time,

It's a scar for lifetime.

A scar which none can heal,

Which only every second I can feel.

It breaks me every time,

That the person left me who was always mine.

No, you will never really know!

How it feels like,

Until it happens to you.

I stayed all night,

Saying myself everything will be alright.

But than morning after the sunrise,

There was darkness all around my eyes.

I wanted to cry out with all my tears,

With all my pain I suffered throughout the years.

But I couldn't...

Not because I'm emotinless,

But because I could not even accept it, I guess.

Life was not the same anymore,

Every part of my body was in sore.

Everything got upside down,

I got completely drown.

From that day's sunset,

Till today, nothing has been completely reset.

Maybe therefore it is said,

Wounds heal,

Scars don't.

P.S. : I Miss You Dad.



The Forest Of My Mind

Arunabh Hazarika

1st Semester

Department of English

Gauhati University

I saw myself walking down the forest of my mind

Which was without vagueness.

A part of me was sometimes unfamiliar,

Little swallowed and little obscure.

It often ripples plus tumbles

Into a cloudy opalescent dream

Where I got myself

Carressed by thousand

Heartless whispers of love.

I saw myself walking down the forest of my mind

There I dangled between lofty tress,

Cosseted by naiads in there tiny abodes.

A picture of me pirouetting

With butterflies and hop-skipping frogs

Comforts me and the anxious man I was.

I saw myself walking down the forest of my mind

Setting a sign of victory over shadows

And the constant red glares.

I invited my thoughts to challenge

The man that I have become,

To look upto them

With determined stares.

Am I suppose to show them

That my endurance over

Racing thoughts lapsed?

That I don't scream, run or hide?

I stretched my limbs to a stargazing vast,

Found myself cradled by eternity,

Surrounded by nothing but pure light,

So that I could hold on to my fears

And recast them into a fight.

But that I remember,

It was just another day of me

Crowding one stream of conscience

Over another.

It was the pavillion of appartions

Which I take pride as they cheered

For every bit of intangible forces I face

And win, almost every time.

It was then,

I remember I was

Walking down the forest of my mind.



Hope

 Ipsita Choudhury

1st Semester

Department of English

Gauhati University

Hear baffled,

Tears drop from my eyes,

Everything I dreamt of

Was an illusion.

Never thought

It would become horrific to me.

It was all a misery.

And now,

Erasing everything,

My eyes started to

Sparkle again!

Longing for another dream,

Longing for another resurrection,

Perhaps these are my hallucinations!

But still anticipating

For my heart to grow alive again.

Kalaka

Akansha Barooah

Department of Women's Studies

Gauhati University

Kalaka was shaped beautifully God;

Crowned with delighted sharp eyes,

Perhaps close mouthed.

She was humble and genuine.

She knows every article of her animation,

Wrapped herself with utmost knowledge

Yet surrounded by unlighted sphere.

Nobody recognised her love,

Nobody recognised her saturated power,

And nobody recognised her victory.

She became an ideal unpaid labor

With not even a single protest.

She was a true follower of 'patriarchal

blessings'.

She learned the joy and struggle of her city.

She learned best of all the things to impress

her

Unilluminated star

And her in-laws.

The culture raised her to obey everything

silently

And not to connect the maps.

The mixer of spices sadly unable her to

pretermit...



Life

Ashutosh Goswami

M.Sc. 1st Semester

Department of Biotechnology

Gauhati University

As we observe the dream of living a mortal's life,

We often find ourselves enclosed within an illusion.

Feelings of entrapment chase the desires of our existence

As we find the bright and indescribable wedge of Freedom that

lies in our heart.

Everything we see around us may feel to provide comfort of our

negligence,

Yet acts just as a figment of our mind, ensuring that it makes the

only sense.

Every second we pass slowly reminds us of the dream the future

holds,

But as we approach the horizon of time the chimes of the seen

forever gets old.

Though life comes just as an illusion

Grab all which we can contain

Since our futures are elusive and uncertain,

Acceptance of the past for it cannot be chained.



































































The Friendly Ghost

Bhaswati Borgohain, 3rd Semester

Department of English

It's been two weeks now and the voice

or should I say the eerie sound doesn't seem

to die out. I have tried eleven different methods

to check the creepy sound penetrating into my

earholes though all these were some futile trials

that I've became familiar with, by now. I cannot

exactly describe about that feeling, the

spine0chilling moment or should I say the

irregular figure of shape that comes and go,

every now and then once I switch off the lights

and try to doze off. The initial nights were way

more scary simply to put into words when I

encountered with that 'thing' for the first time.

On the second night I was so horrified that I

wasn't able to even let my eyelids down and

could hear my own heartbeat thumping. On the

third night I was just quitely observing it's

movements that appeared in between the long

and cold hours before the sunrise. Soon seven

days passed almost in the same manner like

the beginning ones. And the 'thing' doesn't

seem to move a single bit away from my seventy

square feet rented room in the magical town of

Mumbai where I've been scraping through the

day amidst the town's addictive chaos garnering

the childhood hope of becoming a Writer. The

struggle was real or should I say the hourney

was actually a bumpy one. To be a writer in

others eyes and being a writer for past four

years is different as you know that you have

written thousands of drafts, hundreds of short

stories, twenty to thirty articles, an unfinished

novel and six to seven book reviews wherever

possible for every sort of journals, anthologies,

social media pages and personal blog which

too has been lying inactive for it's exhausted

user for too long. So in general terms I've

become a mere fellow looking for a stable job



to earn enough so that I can give up making

excuses for delaying rent payments to the

landlord of my house. Along with my all these

hardships I found it really difficult to cope up

with the 'unknown thing's' appearance at my

house. But magically with the days passing by,

I started feeling lighter in it's presence as if the

mysterious monster was a friend to me under

my bed. I felt like some unknown connection

being borne between him and me and I felt less

lonely nowadays. The 'thing' has a specific

timing to announce it's arrival with it's alien

buzzes in the later hours of the night and with

the usual unprompted awareness I wake up,

straighten my back and remained like this until

the sound ceases. This is going on since a quiet

long time and now it seems the 'thing' too tries

to make it's sound less eerie so that his human

companion doesn't get chills on his spine and

get disturbed. My severnty square feet room

has got a shore of two different worlds, not

mingling in a conscious way yet has made a

fair and friendly division of two vodies, one is

made of flesh and other is of shadow. The two

bodies from two worlds share one thing in

common which is a 'longing'. Longing to share

their individual loneliness together, a longing

to feel someone else's presence other than

themselves. And all of a sudden I felt happy

not entirely but maybe after a period of four

years, I guess. I have thought to name it or

should leave it nameless? This absurd tendancy

to name everything, everyone is so bizarre, it

ruins the beauty yet we do it anyway. But I know

I've found some strength in such bizarre 'thing',

as I have started to felt it again, so much that I

have named it 'The Friendly Ghost'.





UGC NET JRF Qualifier
Department of Library and Information Science

In the result declared on 
2021 & June 2022 (Merged Cycles) conducted by the National Testing 
Agency (NTA), the following students of the department 
qualified in the examination.

 
UGC NET JRF Qualifier

 
Mr. Abhijit Thakuria 

MLISc 2017-2019 Batch
 

UGC NET Qualifier 

 
Ms. Barasha Sarma 

MLISc 2019-2021 Batch

 
Ms. Salina Nasrin 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch

 

UGC NET JRF Qualifier of the 
Department of Library and Information Science

Gauhati University 
 

In the result declared on 5th November 2022 of the UGC-
021 & June 2022 (Merged Cycles) conducted by the National Testing 

Agency (NTA), the following students of the department were 
qualified in the examination. 

UGC NET JRF Qualifier 

 
2019 Batch 

 
Ms. Sanam Das 

MLISc 2020-2022 Batch 
Mr. Sudipta Kalita

MLISc 2018
 

  

 
2021 Batch 

 
Mr. Imran Hussain 

MLISc 2020-2022 Batch 
Ms. Pompy Deka

MLISc 2018

2018 Batch 

 
Mr. Sanjeev Kalita 

MLISc 2018-2020 Batch 

Department of Library and Information Science 

-NET December 
021 & June 2022 (Merged Cycles) conducted by the National Testing 

were found to be 

 
Mr. Sudipta Kalita 

MLISc 2018-2020 Batch 
 
 

 
Ms. Pompy Deka 

MLISc 2018-2020 Batch 
 



Placement Record 
Department of Library and Information Science

From January, 2022 to December, 2022

On 17th June, 2022, a student of the Department 
North Eastern Regional Institute
no. NRWM/ADM/APPOINTMENT/549/2022
Information Assistant in the Group
1,12,400) pay matrix. 

One student from the Department of Library and Information Science, 
Gauhati University, was 
Bodoland Territorial Council (BTC), Kokrajhar, Government of Assam vide 
Letter no. DE/BTC/BC-
UGC pay scale as Librarian a

Two other students of the department 
of State Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT), Assam on 
19th September, 2022. 

There are again 20
Information Science, Gauhati University
notified letter No. DHE/CE/AC/921/2022/26 dated 19/9/2022 by the 
Office of the Director of H
the selected candidates will work as 
Assam and will draw UGC pay which is almost equal to Rs. 10 lakh in a 
year. All the selected candidate
Veterinary College Playground, Khanapara, Guwahati
September, 2022. 

Including all, as per the record available, there are 24 students who 
are able to get a permanent placement in the year 2022 from the 
Department of Library and Information Science, Gauhati University.

 
Mr. Abhijit Thakuria 
MLISc 2017-2019 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 3.6 Lakh P.A. 

Placement Record of the 
Department of Library and Information Science

Gauhati University 
January, 2022 to December, 2022

 
On 17th June, 2022, a student of the Department was 

North Eastern Regional Institute of Water and Land Management vi
no. NRWM/ADM/APPOINTMENT/549/2022-23/479 as Library and 
Information Assistant in the Group-B category in Level 6 (Rs. 

One student from the Department of Library and Information Science, 
was selected by the Office of the Director of Education, 

Bodoland Territorial Council (BTC), Kokrajhar, Government of Assam vide 
-7/Pt-I/2019/214 dated 5th August, 2022 in the 

s Librarian at Barama College. 
Two other students of the department were selected by the Directorate 

of State Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT), Assam on 

20 selections from the Department of Library and 
Information Science, Gauhati University, out of the 29 vacancies in the 
notified letter No. DHE/CE/AC/921/2022/26 dated 19/9/2022 by the 
Office of the Director of Higher Education, Assam; Government of Assam.
the selected candidates will work as Librarians at provincialized c
Assam and will draw UGC pay which is almost equal to Rs. 10 lakh in a 

elected candidates received their appointment letters at the 
Veterinary College Playground, Khanapara, Guwahati-781022 on 23rd 

Including all, as per the record available, there are 24 students who 
are able to get a permanent placement in the year 2022 from the 

f Library and Information Science, Gauhati University.

 

 
 
 

 
Ms. Ankita Saloi 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

Ms. Anindita Sandilya
MLISc 2019
Salary: Rs. 

Department of Library and Information Science 

January, 2022 to December, 2022 

was selected by 
of Water and Land Management via letter 

23/479 as Library and 
B category in Level 6 (Rs. 35,400-

One student from the Department of Library and Information Science, 
selected by the Office of the Director of Education, 

Bodoland Territorial Council (BTC), Kokrajhar, Government of Assam vide 
I/2019/214 dated 5th August, 2022 in the 

selected by the Directorate 
of State Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT), Assam on 

selections from the Department of Library and 
out of the 29 vacancies in the 

notified letter No. DHE/CE/AC/921/2022/26 dated 19/9/2022 by the 
Government of Assam. All 

cialized colleges in 
Assam and will draw UGC pay which is almost equal to Rs. 10 lakh in a 

appointment letters at the 
781022 on 23rd 

Including all, as per the record available, there are 24 students who 
are able to get a permanent placement in the year 2022 from the 

f Library and Information Science, Gauhati University. 

 
Ms. Anindita Sandilya 
MLISc 2019-2021 Batch 

Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 



 
Ms. Banani Das 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
Mr. Chinmay Sarma 
MLISc 2017-2019 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
Mr. Digbijoy Das 

MLISc 2015-2017 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
Ms. Jyoti Sikha Das 

MLISc 2013-2015 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
 

 
Mr. Bidyut Bikash Boruah 

MLISc 2017-2019 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

Mr. Binay Krishna Das

MLISc 2017
Salary: Rs. 6 Lakh P.A.

 
 

 
Ms. Deboshree Purkayastha 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A.  

Mr. Dhruba Jyoti Borgohain

MLISc 2016
Salary: Rs. 

 
 

 
Mr. Dipankar Das 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

Mr. Jitu Das
MLISc 2016
Salary: Rs. 

 
 

 
Mr. Manash Kumar 

Ph.D. 2016 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 2.7 Lakh P.A. 

Ms. Nandita Barman

Ph.D. 2017 Batch
Salary: Rs. 

 
Mr. Binay Krishna Das 

MLISc 2017-2019 Batch 
Rs. 6 Lakh P.A. 

 
Mr. Dhruba Jyoti Borgohain 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch 
Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
Mr. Jitu Das 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch 
Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
Ms. Nandita Barman 

Ph.D. 2017 Batch 
Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 



 
Ms. Nayana Borah 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
Mr. Ramyajyoti Arandhara 

MLISc 2017-2019 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
Mr. Saurav Jyoti Laskar 

MLISc 2013-2015 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

  

 
 

 
Ms. Porinita Taye 

MLISc 2018-2020 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

Ms. Rajashree Bordoloi

MLISc 2018
Salary: Rs. 

 

 
 

 
Mr. Ridip Lahkar 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

Ms. Sangita Goyari
MLISc 2016
Salary: Rs. 10 Lakh P.A.

 

 
 

 
Mr. Sidhartha Batsya 
MLISc 2017-2019 Batch 
Salary: Rs. 3.6 Lakh P.A. 

Ms. Tribeni Pathak
MLISc 2015
Salary: Rs. 

 
Ms. Rajashree Bordoloi 

MLISc 2018-2020 Batch 
Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
Ms. Sangita Goyari 

MLISc 2016-2018 Batch 
Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 

 
Ms. Tribeni Pathak 

MLISc 2015-2017 Batch 
Rs. 10 Lakh P.A. 




